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Wright, Joseph. English dialect diction-
ary, being the complete \ocabulary of
all dialect words still in use, or known to
have been in use during the last 200
years, founded on the publications of
the English dialect society Lond,
Fiowde, 1898-1905 6v 30cm £15 427
Reissue on slightly smaller paper, £12
Contents v 1-5, A-S, v 6, T-Z, Supplement, Bibh-
ogiaphy, Grammar
Aims to cover the complete \ocabulary of all Eng-
lish dialect words still in use, or known to have been
in use from 1700 on, in England, Ireland, Scotland
and Wales, including -words occurring in both the
literary language and dialect but with some local
peculiarity of meaning in the dialect but excluding
thobe which differ only in the pronunciation, not in
meaning Gives for each word (1) exact geographical
area over which it extends, (2) pronunciation, (3)
etymology Includes American and colonial words still
in use in Great Britain or contained in early books
and glossaries Gives many illustrative quotations and
incidentally considerable information about popular
games, customs and superstitions, with bibliographical
references to sources of fuller information
Craigie, Sir William Alexander. Diction-
ary of the older Scottish tongue from the
12th century to the end of the 17th
Chic, Chic univ pr , Ox univ pr,
1931-34 pt 1-4 30cm $5 per pt , 21s
perpt	4279
Pt   1-4,  ^-Chamber
"Intended to exhibit the whole range of the Older
Scottish vocabulary, as preserved in literature and
documentary records, and to continue the history of
the language to 1700, so far as it does not coincide
with the ordinary English usage of that century "—
Prefatory note
Scottish national dictionary, designed
partly on regional lines and partly on
historical principles, and containing all
the Scottish words known to be m use
or to have been in use since cl70Q; ed
by William Grant Edm , Scottish nat
diet assoc, 1931-32 vl 32cm To be
completed in about lOv compl work
£15.	427 9
v 1, 4-Bitteraks
Scope "The Scottish National Dictionary deals with
(1) Scottish "words in existence since c 1700 (a) in
Scottish literature, (b) in public records, (c) in glos-
saries and in dictionaries, (d) in private collections,
(e) in special dialect treatises, and (2) Scottish words
gathered from the mouth of dialect speakers by com-
petent observers The general \ocabulary will include
 (1) Scottish words that do not occur m St Eng ex-
cept as acknowledged loan words, (2) Scottish words
the cognates of which occur in St Eng , (3) words
which have the same form m Sc and St Eng but
ha e a different meamig in Sc , ie, so-called Scot-
ticisms, (4) legal, theological or eccles»astical terms
v hich within our period haie been current in Scottish
speech . (5) words borrowed since c 1700 (from
other dialects or languages) which have become cur-
rent in Gen Sc , or in any of its dialects, especially
Gaelic words in counties on or near tbe Sc Western
limit and G\psy words in the Border counties"—
Introduction, p xlv
Treatment For each word gives variant spellings,
grammatical function, status (e g , obsolete, colloquial,
etc), pronunciation, illustrative quotations, with exact
references to sources, and origin of word, if known
Jamieson, John Etymological diction-
ary of the Scottish language, to vhich is
prefixed a dissertation on the origin of
the Scottish language New ed, care-
fully rev and collated, with the entire
supplement incorporated, by John Long-
muir and David Donaldson Paisley,
Gardner, 1879-82 4v and suppl vol.
28cm op	4279
1st ed , 2v 1808, supplement, by Jamieson, 2v 1827;
an ed incorporating the words of the suppl but omit-
ting its quotations, ed by J Johnstone, 1810-41, the
rev ed by Longmuir and Donaldson, 5v 1879-87, as
above
A comprehensive work, now out of date for etymolo-
gies, but still useful for the number of words in-
cluded, the definitions, and the large amount of inci-
dental information on local usages, customs, etc
— Janneson's Dictionary of the Scot-
tish language, abridged by J Johnstone
and rev and enl by Dr Longmuir With
Supplement . . by W M Metcalfe
Paisley, Gardner, 1910 2v in 1 24cm
ISs	4279
1st ed of the Johnstone abridgment of Jamieson,
1840, ed rev by Longmuir, 2v 1867
v 1, The Johnstone-Longmuir abridgment, v 2, Sup-
plementary dictionary, by W M Metcalfe
Warrack, Alexander Scots dialect dic-
tionary, comprising the words in use
from the latter part of the seventeenth
century to the present day with an intro-
duction and a dialect map by William
Grant Lond , Chambers , Phila 3 Lip-
pmcott, 1911 717p map 21cm 5s 4279
Includes  modern  dialect  words,  words	which  have
suivived   the   transition   period   between	middle   and
modem Scottish, and "literary words"	which have
a dialect meaning m Scotland

